A PERFORMANCE TALK
BY CELEBRATED FRENCH WRITER AND FILMMAKER
FABIENNE KANOR
1030 NANOVIC HALL
FRIDAY, MARCH 22
3:30 PM

Displacements in Dialogue:
Present-day Migrations of Africans Seeking Asylum in Europe
Migrations of Caribbeans to France in the 1960s
The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade
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ANOTHER SEA TO CROSS
FABIENNE KANOR

DR. FABIENNE KANOR IS ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FRENCH AND FRANCOPHONE STUDIES AT THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY.

HER VISIT TO THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME IS MADE POSSIBLE THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING:
The Nanovic Institute for European Studies
The College of Arts and Letters
Teaching Beyond the Classroom Grant
The Department of Romance Languages & Literatures
The Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies
The Gender Studies Program

QUESTIONS? CONTACT PROF. ALISON RICE (ARICE1@ND.EDU)